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INTRODUCTION 

This report outlines the results of fieldwalking along the route of proposed 
improvements to the A14 road ('the Scheme' , see Figure 1), undertaken between 23 rd 

March and 8th April 2009 on behalf of Costain Skanska Joint Venture for the 
Highways Agency. The fieldwalking was divided into two phases, which aimed to 
first identify and then investigate potential archaeological sites along the planned 
route. The work was undertaken in accordance with a Written Scheme of 
Investigation for evaluation through fieldwalking and trenching (Standring and Evans 
2009). 

The first phase of fieldwalking comprised a double line transect which was walked 
along the part of the proposed route between Ellington and Girton (between NGR 
541700, 261270 and NGR 518800, 271900). The walking included areas of the 
proposed footprint and to include all associated and ancillary works. This work was 
undertaken in order to identify artefact scatters indicative of potential archaeological 
sites that would be examined by further more detailed fieldwalking investigation (grid 
walking for total area collection). The total area of land within the footprint of the 
scheme was 273.3 hectares. Of this total, the transect phase examined, 65.7 % of the 
land by area. Of the remaining land, 25.5% was either long crop or grass so results 
were not observed and 8.8% was not accessed, including areas of former quarrying, 
grass and long crop. In total 76.05 km of transects were walked (see Figures 3 to 23 
for results). The site code was A14 09. 

During the transect phase, three main areas were identified as having a higher than 
average number of finds that warranted further investigation as potential 
archaeological sites. These three areas were identified within fields 10, 15, 18 and 
17/17a being identified respectively as Site 1, Site 2, Site 3 East and Site 3 West in 
the further investigation (the latter two being separated by the East Coast Main Line). 
These sites were selected for intensive grid fieldwalking investigation (Total 
Collections) covering a total area of 6.42ha. A further eight small 'Test areas' were 
also grid walked. These comprised lithic find spots or limited artefact scatters in a 
number of fields on Clay geology. A total of 1.75ha of test areas were walked; 
however, none of these areas yielded artefact scatters that justified judgmental 
expansion into larger collection sites. Two small lithic scatters were located within 
fields 28 and 72, the assemblages identified as FD 28c and FD 72a respectively. A 
single field (45) contained a small lithic scatter on a gravel terrace that was not 
available for grid walking. 

Aims and Objectives 

The general aims ofthe fieldwalking study were as follows: 

• To non-intrusively sample as much of the Scheme and associated 
infrastructure as possible between Ellington and Fen Ditton in order to further 
assess the overall archaeological potential of the route. 

• To identify new 'sites' and activity areas that could be tested by further 
fieldwalking and / or evaluation trenching. 
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• To identify 'sites' or episodes of activity that may only be present in the 
ploughsoil ('topsoil archaeology') such as prehistoric lithic scatters. 

Specific research objectives were defined as follows: 

• To enhance the results obtained by air photo plotting and geophysical survey 
by further study of areas where likely archaeological remains have already 
been identified and to locate / date remains that might not be visible through 
those survey methods. 

• To walk proposed trenching areas of known 'sites' in order to assist with the 
better definition / location of evaluation trenching. 

• To provide comparative information on the potential / character of 
archaeological remains on the gravel and clay areas. 

• To provide detailed information for comparison with subsequent evaluation 
trenching in order to understand which types of site are visible / invisible 
through fieldwalking or trenching. 

Results Summary 

A variety of artefact scatters and findspots were identified during Phase 1 (Appendix 
1 and 2, Figs 1-23), with the gravel terraces between Brampton and the River Ouse 
providing the greatest quantity of artefacts that required subsequent investigation by 
total collection (identified as Phase 2, Sites 1-3). 

Phase 2 walking aided in understanding the extent, character and relative importance 
of scatter sites as indicators of buried archaeology that could be tested by subsequent 
evaluation trenching. The gravel terraces yielded evidence of prehistoric flint scatters 
(Sites 1, 2 & 3), Roman pottery (Sites 1, 2 & 3) and Saxon pottery (Site 1) sites. 
Medieval and Post-medieval finds were thought to indicate field manuring practices. 
Test walking of smaller find spots / scatters on the clay located small prehistoric lithic 
assemblages within Fields 28 and 72, identified as FD 28c and FD 72a as well as 
small quantities of flint at FD 61a, FD73a and FD 76a. 

Field Site size Worked Roman Saxon Med 
No. Site Grid Ref (ha) flint Pot Pot Pot 

lO I TL 196696 0.91 60 7 9 12 

15 2 TL 201688 0.59 24 3 0 2 

18 3 East TL 224682 2.04 80 24 0 26 
17 
and 
17a 3 West TL 220683 2.88 364 4 0 27 

28 FD 28a TL 2590 6758 0.06 1 0 0 0 

28 FD28b TL 2590 6758 0.09 1 burnt 0 0 0 

28 FD 28c TL 2590 6758 0.3 11 0 0 0 

61 FD 61a TL 3654 6487 0.09 2 burnt 0 0 0 

72 FD 72a TL 3911 6353 0.4 14 0 0 0 

73 FD 73a TL 39256346 0.38 3 0 0 0 

76 FD 76a TL 3942 6287 0.18 3 0 0 0 
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Scheme. 

The use of a complimentary suite of non-intrusive surveys gives a higher degree of 
confidence for the targeting of evaluation areas - such that it is now possible to test 
sub-surface anomalies shown on the geophysical survey, crop-marks shown on air 
photos and artefact scatters. The fieldwalking has given a further insight into the 
different topographical settings of prehistoric finds, especially in relation to the River 
Ouse, all of which can inform any future evaluation strategy. 

Research outcomes and recommendations 

The work has located substantial evidence of prehistoric and Anglo-Saxon activity 
which cannot necessarily be determined from geophysical surveyor air photo study. 
These finds have provided the 'key' to defining further areas for assessment by 
evaluation trenching: 

• FW Sites 1 and 3 East are located within proposed areas of evaluation 
trenching (Bl and Cl respectively) and the results of fieldwalking are able to 
inform expectations and trench locations. In particular, surface Neolithic and 
Saxon pottery assemblages at Site 1 are indicative of the potential for 
Neolithic and Early I Middle Saxon occupation features within the near 
vicinity 

• Site 3 West has yielded a 'new' site that should be included within future 
evaluation trenching (the part of Site 3 West adjacent to the rail line is already 
proposed for evaluation as Area C2). 

• The substantial quantities of Mesolithic and Neolithic artefacts on the 'knoll' 
at Site 3 West are only visible due to recent ploughing. However, the fact that 
part of this area appears to have been covered by alluvium suggests that at 
least some features may be protected from some of the damaging effects of the 
last 2,000 years of cultivation I land use. There is a possibility of 'fen-edge' 
type deposits at this location that might include either buried land surfaces, 
peat deposits and other waterlogged palaeoenvironmental deposits . 

• Whilst surface material at FW Site 2 was not thought to indicate occupation 
sites like at Site 1 and 3, there is clearly a level of prehistoric and Roman 
activity in the landscape, and this site should be subject to intrusive evaluation 
as part of a wider scheme to evaluate the Brampton gravel terrace prior to the 
Scheme's construction. 

• The large amount of pasture adjacent to the River Ouse and in proximity to 
Site 3 West (field 16 and non-observed land between fields 16 and 17) should 
be included in a future evaluation trenching scheme because neither air photo 
evidence nor fieldwalking could provide data for these areas. Geophysical 
survey of pasture adjacent to Site 3 West indicates the potential for finding 
both palaeochannels and deep deposits at this point. 
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Greensand (in contrast to the gravels), although there are indications of 
Mesolithic activity (presumably in a largely wooded landscape) as well as some 
'background noise' oflater prehistory. 

• Transect walking has uncovered stray flint finds on clay, many of which have 
have been systematically investigated as 'Test Areas' by Total Collection 
without yielding evidence for later Neolithic and Bronze Age occupation sites 
or areas of intensive activity, and these rather reflect 'background noise' 
possibly in wooded areas. This is in contrast to evidence for Mesolithic 
activity at two locations on the clay. 

• Unlike fieldwalking sites on the gravel, Test Area FD 28c had a large number 
of Mesolithic / earlier Neolithic blades and a low incidence of later flint-work. 
This may reflect the lack of later Neolithic and Bronze Age activity on these 
local clays. Evaluation trenching of this site (Area D 1) may give an indication 
of whether there is any later prehistoric activity on the Boulder Clay at this 
point. 

• Test Area FD 72a has added to our knowledge by expanding the known extent 
of Mesolithic flint scatters near the Oakington Brook (first identified by 
fieldwalking in 1992). However, the Test Area falls within a land parcel that 
has already been evaluated by the CAU in advance of the proposed 
Northstowe development. This trenching did not locate any further evidence 
of Mesolithic to Bronze Age activity at this location, although Roman and Iron 
Age features were found nearby (Evans 2006 Site XXVI). This is in contrast 
to evaluation trenching adjacent to Oakington Brook some lkm from FD 72a 
where trenching located sub-soil Mesolithic flint scatters and a number of 
Mesolithic flint picks (Evans 2005, Site XXVIII). 

Some types of archaeological sites are clearly not 'visible' to fieldwalking and it is 
expected that future trenching will further clarify the status of Iron Age and earlier 
remains, especially on the clay areas. Whilst not all land was observed by 
fieldwalking, there are opportunities for future trenching evaluation to test whether 
those areas with low fieldwalking finds or geophysical anomalies are devoid of 
archaeological remains. 

• Of the 35% of land that could not be observed, some 10% is pasture which 
will not be available for future walking. Of the remaining areas of land, a 
relatively high percentage was rape crop on clay geology (especially Boulder 
Clay near the A1l98). These areas might be re-visited either by fieldwalking 
or test areas of trenching at suitable topographic positions (e.g. near streams) 
in order to further verify the results concerning Roman and later prehistoric 
land use in this area. 

• The fieldwalking has not located evidence of Iron Age activity, although the 
geophysical survey suggests that there are a number of 'robust' Iron Age 
ditched sites on the route. Future intensive evaluation trenching (a 5% by area 
sample) of these sites and their wider environs will lead to better 
understanding of whether there are any earlier prehistoric remains e.g Early 
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Figure 4. Phase I fieldwaIking results and field conditions; Fields 3-9 (northern end of route) 



Figure 5. Phase 1 fie1dwalking results and field conditions; Fields 1-2, 10-12 and 14 
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Figure 6. Phase 1 fieldwa1king results and field conditions; Fields 11-16 



Figure 7. Phase 1 fieldwalking results and field conditions; Fields 17-18 
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Figure 8. Phase 1 fieldwalking results and field conditions; Fields 18-22 
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Figure 9. Phase 1 fieldwalking results and field conditions; Fields 22-25 
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Figure 10. Phase 1 fieldwalking results and field conditions; Fields 25-30 
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Figure 11. Phase 1 fieldwalking results and field conditions; Fields 30-34 
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Figure 12. Phase 1 fieldwalking results and field conditions; Fields 34-38 
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Figure 13. Phase 1 fieldwalking results and field conditions; Fields 38-42 
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Figure 14. Phase 1 fieldwalking results and field conditions; Fields 41-47 
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Figure 15. Phase 1 fieldwalking results and field conditions; Fields 47-50 
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Figure 16. Phase 1 fieldwalking results and field conditions; Fields 50-52 
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Figure 17. Phase I fieldwa1king results and field conditions; Fields 53-58 
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Figure 18. Phase 1 fieldwalking results and field conditions; Fields 58-64a 
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Figure 19. Phase 1 fieldwalking results and field conditions; Fields 63-70 
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Figure 20. Phase 1 fieldwalking results and field conditions; Fields 70-75 
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Figure 21. Phase 1 fieldwalking results and field conditions; Fields 76-77 
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Figure 23. Phase 1 fieldwalking results and field conditions; Fields 81-87 (southern end of route) 
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Figure 24. Site 1 flint distribution 
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Figure 25. Site 1 Roman pottery distribution 
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Figure 26. Site 1 Saxon pottery distribution 
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Figure 27. Site 1 medieval pottery distribution 
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Figure 28. Site I post-medieval pottery distribution 
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Figure 29. Site 1 metal artifact distribution 
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Figure 30. Site 2 flint distribution 
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Figure 31. Site 2 Roman pottery distribution 
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Figure 32. Site 2 medieval pottery distribution 
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Figure 33. Site 2 post-medieval pottery distribution 
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Figure 34. Site 3 flint distribution 
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Figure 35. Site 3 Roman pottery distribution 
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Figure 36. Site 3 medieval pottery distribution 
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Figure 37. Site 3 post-medieval pottery distribution 
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Figure 38. Site 3 metal artifact distribution 
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Appendix 1 - A14 Phase 1: Fieldwalking Log (David Hall) 

23rd March Bright grey morning; very wet 13.00-14.00, bright sun thereafter. 

Fl Slopes to East, gravelly clay, more gravel near track entrance East from which two flints 
recovered. 

F2. Large field next farm, low next AI , otherwise headlands of medieval agriculture. Fair 
visibility; winter corn; one flint 001 . 

F3 Geollacustrine on E. N alluvium; all of it med. meadow, except rise of gravel at SE, seen 
on return. 

F4 Winter corn, visibility fair-good; same lacustrine; meadow. 

F5 Next farm S, same as previous soils, visibility poor. 

F6 Next Al & Brampton Hut, winter corn, fair visibility. 

F7 NW next A14 on hill. W, gravelly clay, visibility good; medieval headlands, find 002 
[all previous winter wheat, ground 'going over' with worm etc]. 

F8 & 9 extra fields for pond, not visible, long winter corn. Gravelly clay, a headland. 

Afternoon, S of Brampton road. 

FI0 very good condition, spring drilled but weathered; best gravel at E; gravel/clay W of new 
road course. All med agric, furlong boundaries on course of road next to RD. 
Finds 003, flints generally near RD [NW labelled GPS 003]. At SE, Saxon [finds 004] site 
next brook S of old gravel quarry, dark soil, sand & gravel, sherds & flints. On W return two 
med sherds. 

Fll over brook gravelly clay, no signif. finds . Med sherds, bag labelled GPS 005 . 

24th March Fine sunny day, cold at start. 9.00-14.00 on fields. 

F12 Winter wheat, fair only, as worm-cast developed. Gravel. A few back-ground flints -
would be more; only two collected. Fg boundaries Finds. 

F13 Freshly drilled and unweathered; gravelly. Red patch in depression towards S, possibly 
small old quarry [with burnt fill]. Furlongs. Finds 06, 07. Two dubious flints. 

F14 small area only by AI; quite invisible with rape 1 foot high. 

F15 Stubble at top [S], new seeds on sprayed beans from last season. Large furlong boundary 
out of fir trees next road goes into R&F field on E. Gravel and sand at NW going to more 
clayey soil elsewhere Bag 15A. A few flints collected off road line 010. Many flints, 
probably a site; finds 011; grid walk. Fair few flints here worth gridding. 



F16 Fine R&F field with wide steepish ridges not exactly aligned parallel to present NS 
hedge, but the joint at the bottom is on the hedge kink. Did not walk the pasture field E which 
is modem grass nor old gravel works to river. 

East of River. 

F17 Long band of sandy gravel between the main river alluvium and a backwater. Winter 
corn, good visibility and weathering. Field to West, next to river, is meadow and flat apart 
from a little very 'unlikely' R&F running EW that once ran over all the sandy bandlisland. 
Lot of lithics, Neo mostly, a very fine blade. Needs gridding etc. 

F17 A Next railway on the W of it. The sandy gravel continuing from the west of F 18, under 
the railway. Lithics, Neo, needs gridding. Runs into waterlogged? alluvium. 

F18 E of railway. Winter corn, low, fairly good. Glacial gravel. Some flints over most of it. 
RB grey wares, 1 piece of mortaria, RB does not go as far as railway. Sample sherds only 
then no more collected. Finds 012-019 but many more sherds than that; photos by KJ. 

25th March Fine morning. Not too sunny, heavy rain at dinner, windy but OK in afternoon, 
bright sunshine. 

All fields today with furlong boundaries, i.e medieval arable. 
More of F18 with GPS to confirm RB. Good lithic site on low area of sand next railway. 
Finds 018-025. 

F18a field N of F 18, small area of intended bridge work. Thick winter corn on boulder clay, 
not visible. 

F19 E ofB1043 . Thick corn, fair visibility only, boulder clay. One flint. 

F20 Thick winter corn, poor visibility, boulder clay. 

F21 Thick winter corn, poor visibility, boulder clay. One flint. 

F22 boulder clay, rape, small area at top under road. No finds . 

F23 Winter corn, thin, fair-good visibility, boulder clay. A few odd flints, a sample of what 
can stray on to clay. Finds nos 035 & 036 with med pot from NE bridge-work. 

F24-26 All rape direct drilled, zero visibility. No finds [boulder clay]. 

27th March. Strong cold wind. Bright cloud and only a little sun at end of day, ie good 
visibility. Generally the winter wheat fields, as most are, not too advanced for visibility, but 
there is masking by worm casts being so late in the season. A few very dispersed black flints 
widely scattered - BA background. No RB or lA in today's whole area - woodland of long 
standing? 



F27 Gravellylflinty clay, good 

F28 Clay with a few flints and gravel pieces. Good. A slade on NE side next Ermine Street; 
more flints and gravel; not quite enough to designate a 'site' or requires more work. Finds 
037-041 and probably more; 12 in all some very poor [for later de-selection], 1 piece 15th red 
pot. Did not develop into anything on the E side of Ermine St in Fields F29. 

F29 Small fields either side a slade, flinty in the hollow, but no significant [mds. Two flints 
in slade, find 045. 

F30 Rape, about 9 ins. Very poor visibility, would have found a large lA or RB side with a 
dark area, but nothing else. Boulder Clay [BC]. 

F31 Winter corn, Boulder Cay with a few pieces of gravel and flint. Poor visibility. Zero 
finds . 

F32 Rape, poor. 

F33 Winter corn. Most BC but a gravel patch in centre-north - one flint only, find 046. 
Field at NE similar soil; both fair visibility. 

F34 Winter corn, Boulder Cay with a few pieces of gravel and flint, rises at N. Good 
visibility. Boundary at S turns into a brook. Two black flints , find 047 

F35 Winter corn, Boulder Cay with a few pieces of gravel and flint, slight colluvium next 
brook. Two black flints, finds 048-049. 

F36 and west of it either side of bridge-works designate, winter corn, thick with poor 
visibility. Gravelly clay meadow land with colluvium. No finds. 

F37 Gravelly clay meadow land with colluvium. No finds. 

F38. Low corn growth, good visibility. Gravel with colluvium at S and modem flood flotsam 
at E. Walked very closely, no finds bar one dubious flint at W, find 050. [see note on 
geological bore below; very little gravel here]. 

30th March Bright cloudy, good conditions. 

F39 Quarry at W in road area, continuing from the spinney N. Alluviated gravel, thick winter 
corn visibility very poor. No finds. 

F40 Large. Rape at W, thin good visibility. Main winter corn thick & visibility very poor; 
some well weathered rough plough at east. Alluviated at W on gravel; geological bore 
showed very little gravel in spoil, clay under. Gravelly clay at E. Background of mostly very 
rough BA flints. Finds 051-059. Main CM at S not in the road area. 

F41 Flat slight rise to E. Rape, pigeon-eaten, good visibility. Gravelly at W changing to 
gravelly clay towards E. Some colluvium at N. Background of rough BA flints . Finds 061-
062 and probably 068. 



F42 Flat gravelly clay, Short winter corn, good visibility. Headland at E. Finds 065-067. 

31 st March 2009 Warm, bright cloud then sun in afternoon 

F43 BC with a little gravel. Low, eaten rape, good. 

F44 R&F, low profile, could not decide whether once ploughed or naturally low [see for 
modem HL at outside]. 

F45 Grav/boulder clay but a gravelly patch at the N with several flints. Winter corn, low, 
with good visibility. Finds 069-073. 

F46-7 grass not walked. 

F 48 Bc, thick winter corn, poor. On highest part more gravelly, visibility better. 

F49 Rape, long, Direct Drilled [DD] on stubble. Not visible. Walked main route and north 
arm, not S. Gravel. 

F50 Rape, long, DD on stubble. Not visible. Walked part ofW not rest. Gravel 

F51 BC/Kimmeridge with a few gravels. Not visible, walked. 

F52 Gravelly Kim, with more gravel at NE next road. Thick winter corn, poor. 

F53 Kim with a very few gravel pieces; thick winter corn, fair. 

F54 Kim with a very few gravel pieces; thick winter corn, fair. 

F55 Kim with a very few gravel pieces; rape fair. Find 123. 

F56 Kim with a very few gravel pieces, very rough under, rape, fair visibility. 

F57 grass. 

1st April Pleasant sunny, some bright cloud cover in the afternoon. 

Filled in gaps at afford Cluny, see above for fields F17 and F17 A. From Trinity Foot on W 
side of present road. 

F58 'Grounds' of Service area; grass. 

F59 Gravelly Kimeridge Clay at N. Winter corn, good visibility. Flat 

F60 Gravelly Kimeridge Clay at N. Winter corn, good visibility. Flat. Two pieces of rough 
flint. 



F61 Gravelly Kimeridge Clay at NW next brook, near pure clay at S on slightly rising 
ground. Visibility fair.Winter corn. 

F62 Gravelly Kimeridge Clay at N, near pure clay at S on rising ground. Visibility fair. A 
few rough BA flints & 1 med pot. Winter corn. 

F63 Gravelly Kimeridge Clay at N, near pure clay at S on rising ground. Visibility fair. One 
rough flint, find 102. Winter corn. 

6th April Warm, slight hazy cloud; visibility good. 

Girton end. NE of junction. FF 85-87. Three CUF grass fields falling to the brook at NW. 
Access by fp bridge over A14. No clear headlands on a rapid walk. Meadow likely near 
brook. 

F84 Centre triangle between roads, Grass, low at N, SW a bit higher with a slight bank that 
may be the end of medieval arable. Brook at SE and higher rising ground immediately E of it 
and over A604. 

F83 Next both roads. Grass. 

F82 SW of A604 from the Girton loops to beyond Madingley lethal road. Next A14 a narrow 
strip. 

F81A large field of old raw [sprayed] stubble. Clear to see but ground worm casted. Slight 
hill in middle, clay- gravel on Kim Clay as exposed by the boreholes. More gravel at N where 
supposed to be a ring ditch. No finds . 

F80 Over brook next Madingley road. Low, probably meadow, slightly colluviated, gravel
clay. Here a single dubious flint, find 106. 

F79 N of road, another low flat meadow type field, gravel clay, winter corn good visibility, 
no finds . 

7th April Nice day, hazy sunshine, some wind; good daylight visibility. 

F64 winter corn. 

F65 Gravelly clay, winter corn fair to good. A few rough flints , find 107. 

F66 Gravelly clay, winter corn fair to good. 

F67 Gravelly clay, winter corn, good. 

F68 Grass, new seeds, not visible. 

F69 Gravelly clay, long rape, not visible. 



F70 Gravel, long rape, not visible; ground rises to N. 

F71 Gravel, long rape, not visible. 

F72 Gravel, winter corn, good visibily. Neolithic patinated blades on gravel with a little sand 
at the NE. Finds 110, 111 etc. 

F73 Gravel, winter corn, good visibily. Flints on gravel with a little sand at the NW [next to 
previous]. Finds 109 and 114 etc 

F74 Clay. Winter corn, fair at N, good at S. No finds. 

F75 Very rough new plough, unweathered and not visible. Gravelly clay. 

F76 Very rough new plough, unweathered and not visible. Gravelly clay. Find 116, a large 
flint with a couple of blades taken off. 

F77 Corn, good, gravelly clay. One dubious flint, find 117. 

F78 Corn, fair-good, gravelly clay. Very large headland running EW. No finds. 

8th April. Nice sunny day with some cloud, strongish wind. Good, sun not too bright. 
Filling in odds 
Hacker's Fruit Farm. Met Mr. H - good old-fashioned small holder. 

F76A Gravelly clay, thin winter corn, direct drilled, good visibility. A few flints, finds 118-
120. Wedd's at Lolworth Cottages. 

F64 Winter corn, direct drilled, fair visibility. Find 122. Clay-gravel under a little colluvium 
next to road and brook at S. 

F64A Winter corn, direct drilled, good visibility. A few flints. Clay-gravel; a little colluvium 
next to dyke A14 at SW. One flint, find 121. 

Shepperson at Swavesey bridge 

F55A [includes the smaller adjacent field to S and next to road]. Find 124. Gravelly clay, 
with a little more gravel than most fields nearby, being on a slight ridge. Fair visibility; 
winter corn or beans, but drilled on rough ground, lately rolled. 

Fields with inadequate visibility because of grass, long rape or long winter corn. 
8, 9, 14, 16, west of 17, 20-21, 25-6, 30, 32, 36, 44, 46-51, 57, 58, 69-71, 83-87. 
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